CLEAN WATER SUMMIT 2013
Speaker Bios and Presentation Abstracts
ANGIE BECKER KUDELKA

Bio Sketch
Angie Becker Kudelka, Director of Organizational Effectiveness with the Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) has over 15 years of experience
in project leadership, training, and evaluation. Angie has facilitated coalitions that
bring together citizens, nonprofits, local, state and federal government. Angie also
teaches Program Planning and Program Evaluation courses at MSU Mankato.
Prior to BWSR, Angie worked in conservation nonprofit and local government,
focusing on locally led citizen programs involving lake associations, river groups,
schools, SWCDs, and watershed districts.

Abstract: “Is evaluation even possible for short sessions or big audiences?”
Evaluating workshops and trainings can be tough – you see your participants for a short amount of time….
and knowing any benefits that come as a results of your workshop mean that you’d have to follow them back to
the job site, right?! Using a case study, we’ll talk about the success and challenges of evaluating workshops and
trainings and share some examples of how to start thinking about measuring the outcome of training work.
ELIZABETH BECKMAN

Bio Sketch
Elizabeth Beckman holds a B.S. in history education from the University of Illinois
at Urbana and an M.A. in Theological Studies from Bethel Seminary. She has 20
years of experience in teaching, volunteer management and program coordination,
both in and out of doors. Elizabeth has been Education Coordinator at Capitol
Region Watershed District in Saint Paul since 2007. She lives with her family in
Saint Paul, where she is slowly replacing most the lawn on a double-sized city lot
with gardens.

Abstract: “Case Study in Audience Assessment: Como Lake Partnerships”
A paired watershed study was conducted in two subwatersheds of Saint Paul’s Como Lake to measure changes
in residents’ knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) as well as constraints to clean water practices in home
landscapes. The study was performed before and after a neighborhood leaf cleanup event using program materials from Freshwater Society. Baseline and followup studies were conducted in April and November 2011,
respectively.
Results were used to tailor messages for outreach and education programming to audiences in the Como
Lake neighborhood and to inform grantmaking decisions by Capitol Region Watershed District (CRWD).
Results were also generalized for use in outreach messaging to similar neighborhoods. The study also informed
the civic organizing activities of Como Lake Neighbor Network (CLNN). Results support recommendations
for positive clean water messages and reinforcement (opposed to negative admonishments), filling knowledge
gaps and rewards or recognition for desired pollution prevention practices.

JOHN BILOTTA

Bio Sketch
John Bilotta is an Extension Educator with the Minnesota Extension and Minnesota Sea Grant Programs and leads the Northland NEMO Program (Nonpoint
Education for Municipal Officials – www.northlandnemo.org). John’s efforts focus
on providing effective education programs for local elected and appointed community leaders to enhance their knowledge about water management and land
use and in providing train-the-trainer programs for colleagues in water resource
education. John’s background includes 14+ years in Extension Education at the
University of Minnesota and 8 years in other public and private capacities in soil and water resource management. John has a B.A. in Environmental Studies and Natural Resources with an emphasis in Soil Resources,
and an M.S. in Soil Science with a focus on Fertility and Nutrient Management.

Abstract: “Using Multiple Approaches for Program Evaluation – A Case Study
Program evaluation is and can be so much more than an end-of-event questionnaire. This presentation will
feature multi-pronged approaches to NEMO workshops on-the-water featuring a case study of the View from
the Big River NEMO program with the Mississippi Water Management Organization. This program used a
pre and post KAP study approach, participant interviews by staff, participant video interviews, and a ‘ticket
off the boat’ evaluation to piece together a comprehensive look at the program; what was effective, the knowledge and skills gained, and to help articulate follow-up actions. It may also include evaluation measures and
results from a similar program on the St. Croix River. This presentation will highlight the approaches used
and the discoveries we made.
MARY BLICKENDERFER

Bio Sketch
As a University of Minnesota Extension Educator, Mary develops programs, curricula and educational materials and delivers workshops on shoreland landscaping,
rain gardens, aquatic plant identification, shoreland erosion control and invasive
species. Her recent research addresses shoreland bioengineering, shoreland plants
for climate change, and innovative promotion of lake-friendly practices for shoreland property owners.
While a botanist for the Hiawatha National Forest, Mary developed and coordinated a native plant restoration program, conducted botanical surveys for listed plant species and critical plant
habitat, assisted with invasive species control.
Mary holds a Ph.D. in Forest Science from Michigan Technological University and additional degrees in
Mathematics, Broad Area Science, and Earth Science from the University of Wisconsin.

Abstract: “Natural Shoreline Buffer Incentives Program – Crafting a Message that Resonates”
Itasca County’s initiative to create a clean water program that inspires action required target audience input,
well-crafted messages, and – most importantly – trained messengers. The journey began by acquiring information about shoreland property owners in the county and their relationship to their property, their lake and
lake resources using a variety of interactive “tools”. Community based social marketing strategies were then
employed to translate this information into a “sliding scale” clean lakes program. This included crafting key
messages, developing a media campaign and designing a curriculum to train peer volunteers, all with assistance of a local marketing expert. Ongoing lakeshore owner feedback, the crafted messages, and the trained
messengers continue to play key roles in further development of the program.
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MAE DAVENPORT

Bio Sketch
Mae Davenport is an Associate Professor of Human Dimensions of Natural
Resources and the Environment in the Department of Forest Resources at the
University of Minnesota. She has a B.A. degree in Biology and English from the
College of St. Scholastica in Duluth, a M.S. degree in Forestry from the University
of Montana, and a Ph.D. in Natural Resources Science and Management from
the University of Minnesota. Her research emphasizes community-based, participatory approaches in two primary areas: (1) human beliefs, attitudes and behaviors
associated with ecosystem/biotic change, and (2) community capacity for sustainable ecosystem, watershed, and
protected area management. She is particularly interested in how communities relate to natural environments,
respond to ecological threats, and transform themselves to become better stewards of the natural environment.
Mae teaches courses in sustainable land use planning and policy, research methods, and park and protected
area management.

Abstract #1: “Understanding a Community’s Capacity to Engage in Water Resource Issues”
It has become increasingly evident to science and policy experts that healthy ecosystems and healthy social
systems are interdependent and mutually supporting. In turn, many communities are promoting resource
stewardship, restricting land uses, adopting sustainable development practices and protecting or restoring
sensitive ecosystems. It is clear that some communities are better able to sustainably manage natural resources
than others. In this presentation I will discuss the concept of community capacity and in particular what
community conditions, characteristics and interactions are essential to sustainable water resource management. Issues of community capacity to engage in conservation are critical to policy makers, project managers, educators and community leaders. The most successful conservation initiatives not only protect natural
resources but also build a community’s long-term capacity to engage in conservation.

Abstract #2: “Case Study of Riparian Landowner Conservation Practice Adoption: Sand Creek
Watershed”
In Scott County, Minnesota resource managers would like to create a “buffered environment” to mitigate
stream impairments caused by decades of wetlands drainage and ditching for row-crop, production agricultural. Current efforts are focused on promoting the voluntary adoption of conservation practices among landowners. To inform a more targeted approach, Scott County partnered with the University of Minnesota to
investigate the values, beliefs and behaviors of riparian landowners in the county’s predominating watershed,
Sand Creek. The underlying question guiding the study was “how can local resource managers best promote
voluntary adoption of conservation practices among landowners?” Study findings led to significant program
revisions (e.g., staff training, community events, interpersonal communication) aimed relationship-building
with landowners. The partners learned that getting to know landowners and acknowledging their hard work
and contributions is critical to conservation.
KARLYN ECKMAN

Bio Sketch
Karlyn Eckman, Ph.D., is a researcher and adjunct faculty member at the University of Minnesota. Karlyn has adapted the KAP study method for natural
resources projects, and especially for water quality efforts. Her research interests
center on the human dimensions of natural resource use; vulnerability assessment
and climate change; natural resources and immigrant/refugee communities; and
agroforestry.
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Abstract: “Audience Assessment Tools: Community Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices”
This session highlights the efforts of the Como Lake Neighbor Network (CLNN) to reduce phosphorus in
Como Lake by raking leaves and cleaning storm drains. CLNN partnered with Capital Region Watershed
District and the University of Minnesota to expand project impacts. A two-time KAP (knowledge, attitudes
and practices) study was done before and after the project. The first KAP study showed that residents already
had a high level of awareness of conditions in Como Lake, and that most had adopted best management practices. The study also highlighted areas where educational messages and additional practices could be introduced. The second KAP study showed that improvements had occurred. The study gave partner organizations
insights on how to refine programs, educational and outreach efforts, and how to build leadership capacity in
communities. If water education projects are to success, they must appeal to residents’ concerns, and empower
them to become engaged.
CONNIE FORTIN

Bio Sketch
Connie Fortin is the president of Fortin Consulting, an environmental consulting
firm that works in a variety of ways to protect water quality.
Ms. Fortin is active in bringing together the transportation and environmental communities to reduce environmental impacts of road salt while maintaining a high level of service. Fortin Consulting and a technical expert team
developed the Minnesota and Michigan Winter maintenance training manuals,
training materials and teach the training. Fortin Consulting has trained over
5,000 professionals in winter maintenance with reduced environmental impacts. Connie initiated the “Road
Salt Symposium” 12 years ago and has teamed up with the Freshwater Society to hold this event annually.
Connie believes that by working together we can be successful in protecting our lakes, rivers and groundwater.

Abstract: “Municipal Chloride Reduction Programs: Public Works Working to Reduce Salt Use”
This mini presentation will look at the MPCA’s, winter maintenance training program and challenge you to
see how the area you work in might benefit from a similar program. It will also show you how you can tap
into this program no matter what your position or profession. We all drive on Minnesota roads and walk on
winter sidewalks and we can influence change.
The program is innovative in that it offers voluntary certification at the state level. It combines expertise
of the both the environmental and outdoor maintenance communities. It is science based but the science is
disguised by the practical examples, explanations and illustrations. Over 5,000 people have been through this
training program since 2006 making it likely the largest voluntary training program in Minnesota’s environmental outreach history.
SENATOR FOUNG HAWJ

Bio Sketch
Senator Hawj represents District 67 consisting of a major portion of the east side
of St. Paul. He grew up in Laos during the Vietnam War. Government persecution forced his family to abandon their home for refugee camps and, later, for a
new life in America. He graduated with Bachelor’s degrees in Computer Science
and Media Arts from the University of Kansas and a Master’s degree in applied
science and technology from the Rochester Institute of Technology in New
York. The St. Paul Phalen neighborhood has been his home for 21 years. He
works there as a self-employed multimedia producer using digital technology to educate our communities
and promote healthy living.
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Senator Hawj has served with many organizations including: St. Paul’s District 2 Council, Minneapolis
Foundation’s Technology Steering Committee, Hmong Chamber of Commerce, and currently Gateway to
Healthy Food Coop. He cofounded the Hmong-American DFL Caucus in the early 1990s and has been an
active fundraiser for many democratic candidates since 2004. This year he was honored to be appointed for a
second term as DFL Precinct Chair in Senate District 67.

Abstract: “The Influence of Our Connections”
Understanding your constituents during a political campaign is like understanding your audience for water
and natural resource education. Having knowledge about the cultural make-up of the community and what
and how water and natural resources are valued to people is critical. Understanding the social structure and the
social community can lead to better understanding of change agents, brokers, and how information flows in
and out of a community. This presentation will feature how Senator Hawj went about effectively knowing his
audience and how he responded by turning his knowledge of his audience into effective communication. His
presentation may feature reflections from both his successful election campaign and his work with community,
culture, and water in St. Paul partnering with the Mississippi Water Management Organization (MWMO)
and other community organizations.
MATT KUCHARSKI

Bio Sketch
Matt has planned and implemented strategic communications, brand building and reputation management programs and projects for a wide range of
Padilla CRT clients. He has extensive expertise in message development, branding, thought leadership, media and presentation training, and communications
around new products and services and major organization transformations.
Matt also serves as an adjunct instructor at the University of Minnesota and
frequently conducts seminars and lectures with various professional associations.
He also is a volunteer advisor for Pheasants Forever, one of the nation’s most respected conservation organizations, and performs ad hoc consulting for a variety of not-for-profit and community groups.

Abstract: “Communicating for Action: Messages That Have Meaning”
Effectively communicating means more than generating awareness – it means sending messages to stakeholders that inspire them to take action. This session will provide attendees with guidance to help craft messages
that lead to more effective communications programs.
PEGGY KNAPP

Bio Sketch
Peggy Knapp is the Director of Programs at the Freshwater Society, where she
oversees civic engagement initiatives, including MN FarmWise, and the Master
Water Stewards program. Prior to her work with Freshwater, Knapp was an assistant professor at Hamline University’s School of Education and the Center for
Global Environmental Education, where her teaching and scholarship focused
on effective strategies for science and environmental education, project-based
learning, and a systems-based approach to environmental literacy. In her earlier
work, Knapp was a reporter, producer and writer with CNN’s award-winning Earth Matters, and field reporter
on PBS’ nationally acclaimed science education program, Newton’s Apple. Knapp holds a Ph.D. in education
from Hamline University.
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Abstract – “Audience Assessment Tools: Why Aren’t They Listening?
If you care about water, and the health of water, it is difficult to understand how someone else could not
share that concern. What do you need to know about your audiences that will help you craft messages, and
implement effective outreach campaigns? Do you appeal to your audiences’ values, or beliefs, their interests
or attitudes? How can you find out what you need to know about your audiences? What do you do with that
information once you know your audience? We’ll take a look at the rationale for spending all that time and
effort to get to know your audiences, and a variety of tools you can use to learn more about your audiences.
BRIAN LIEB

Bio Sketch
Brian has a Master’s degree in English with a minor in education, and he currently works in the Public Affairs Office for Hennepin County. He developed
the county’s plain language program, co-teaches the county’s writing courses, and
helped create and currently maintains the county’s writing style guide. Prior to
coming to Hennepin County, Brian was a writer and editor of various publications
at the University of Minnesota, a freelance writer and editor, and a writing teacher.

Abstract: “Plain Language: Getting Your Message Across”
Passage of the Plain Writing Act of 2010 mandated that all federal agencies write “clear government communication that the public can understand and use.” Since then, organizations throughout the country – federal,
local, private and public – have begun developing plain language programs. Learn what plain language is and
how it can help you communicate more effectively to meet the needs of your audience.
ELIZABETH NISBET

Bio Sketch
Elizabeth (Lisa) Nisbet, Ph.D., is an Assistant Professor of Psychology at Trent
University in Peterborough Ontario. Her research encompasses personality, social,
health, and environmental psychology, exploring individual differences in ‘nature
relatedness’ and the links between human-nature relationships, happiness, health,
and sustainable behaviour. Her work is supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) and appears in Environment and
Behavior, Canadian Psychology, the Journal of Happiness Studies, and Psychological Science. Dr. Nisbet teaches courses on health psychology, emotion and motivation, personality, environmental health, and the psychology of environmental behaviour.

Abstract: “Nature Relatedness – Individuals’ Connectedness with Nature and the Role in
Motivating Environmental Concern and Behavior”
Our relationship with nature can influence our health, well-being, and environmental behaviour. Modern lifestyles often disconnect us from the natural environment. By examining individual differences in connectedness with nature – “nature relatedness” – we can better understand the motivation underlying environmental
concern and sustainable behaviour, as well as how the environment affects our psychological health. In this
presentation we will discuss the evidence of nature’s health benefits and how researchers measure individual
differences in nature relatedness, including findings from the Clean Water Summit survey. We will also learn
about the environmental psychology research designed to enhance human-nature connections and motivate
environmental behaviour. These findings can be applied to messaging framing and communication, as well as
education, urban design, and public policy.
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BECKY RICE

Bio Sketch
Becky Rice was hired as Executive Director of Metro Blooms in December
2007. She has an undergraduate degree in Business Finance and graduate
work toward a Master’s in Business Administration from the Carlson School of
Management. With a background in health care financial management, Becky’s
career focus changed after building her first raingarden, a project that was
inspired when a neighbor shared information he’d received at a Metro Blooms
Raingarden Workshop.

Abstract: “Small-Scale Stormwater BMPs: How to Get People to Apply”
Metro Blooms staff knew from the start that they couldn’t transform the landscape of a Lake Powderhorn
neighborhood without first gaining trust and support from the residents. This presentation looks at outreach
and engagement strategies used to inform, educate and engage property owners to install raingardens - what
worked, and what did not, and how the lessons learned have informed outreach in another 23 neighborhood
of raingarden projects engaging more than 400 property owners. It also examines how these strategies and the
messages differ when engaging small business owners.
EMMA SHRIVER

Bio Sketch
As Coordinator of the Minnesota Energy Challenge, Emma’s focus is to educate
people of all ages on how to reduce their energy use. This includes managing social
media, writing blogs, and community presentations. Emma gives presentations on
energy efficiency to people of all ages. A particular focus is teaching youth about
energy through the Tolby program. Emma received a B.A. in psychology with a
minor in environmental studies from the College of Wooster in Ohio.

Abstract: “Case Study: Minnesota Energy Challenge”
Ever design a program and think, “If we build it they will come”? That was our mindset surrounding the
launch of the Minnesota Energy Challenge in 2006. We were offering great free program teaching residents
how to save money and lessen our impact on the environment. Over the past 6 years we learned it takes
more than a website to get people to take action. Learn how we framed our messages to appeal to the average
Minnesotan and motivate them to take action. Strategic design, edutainment and audience understanding
have lead to almost 30,000 pledges. Emma will share some lessons learned from implementing the Minnesota
Energy Challenge, and strategies to use when crafting your own message to motivate action and involvement.
VANESSA STRONG

Bio Sketch
Vanessa Strong is the Education and Outreach Coordinator for the Vadnais
Lake Area Water Management Organization (VLAWMO). Vanessa works with
local governments and water resource professionals to promote the Watershed’s
water quality improvement, and protection projects. She focuses on achieving
clear, measurable results, and strengthening effective and productive partnerships
between municipalities. She also works to promote community engagement in
the watershed by collaborating with non-traditional organizations to develop new
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and innovative citizen lead programs such as an Odonata Monitoring Program for both students and adults.
Her background includes a B.S. in Ecology Evolution & Behavior with 7+ years in sales and marketing management, and 10 years’ experience coordinating volunteer, and public outreach programs throughout Minnesota.

Abstract: “Local Leaders Understanding a Goal and Implementing a Plan – A Case Study in
Delivering Messages and Programs”
This presentation will examine the components of a successful and effective TMDL stakeholder outreach
and engagement program for the Vadnais Lake Area Water Management Organization (VLAWMO). A
watershed-based TMDL was completed for five lakes and for excessive nutrients and for excessive bacteria in
Lambert Creek. The VLAWMO partnered with Minnesota Extension and the NEMO (Nonpoint Education
for Municipal Officials) program to design and implement an outreach and education program for stakeholders at the local, county, and state level as well as community groups and organizations including lake associations, and community organizations such as water ski clubs and environmental groups.
The use of various resources, tools, and approaches resulted in:
1) broad participation by more than 50 stakeholders including local leaders from all jurisdictions
at multiple levels,
2) contributions from multiple agencies, professional staff, and all MS4s within the TMDL area,
3) an overall increase in knowledge, understanding in, and increased buy-in to the TMDL, and
4) valuable and meaningful input that is being used to create an implementation program.
The program featured a strategy that included an assemblage of a multi-agency planning team and
utilization of multiple tools including a series of story boards, the interactive Watershed Game TMDL model
exercise, presentations, and stakeholder assessment using Turning Point technology. These tools as well as
the methodologies used for invitation, promotion, and follow-up will be shared. The presentation will also
include the specific successes, challenges, and how the various tools were effective and helped achieved the
desired results.
ANGIE TIMMONS

Bio Sketch
Angie Timmons is the Communications Coordinator for Hennepin County
Environmental Services. Angie’s most recent work includes developing the
Recycle Half campaign to increase recycling. Angie has a Bachelor of Science
degree in Natural Resources and Environmental Studies from the University of
Minnesota and a Master’s degree in Business Administration from the University
of St. Thomas.

Abstract: “Aquatic Invasive Species and the Psychology of Color:
Changing Individual Behavior”
Hennepin County tried a new approach – using psychology and flashing red and yellow lights – to get more
boaters to comply with regulations to slow the spread of aquatic invasive species (AIS) at the county-operated
North Arm Public Boat Access on Lake Minnetonka. The presentation will focus on how the county researched behavior patterns and applied proven methods from behavior change research to make changes to
the infrastructure and create new signage at the boat launch. Follow-up observations show that the signage
and prompts have successfully changed behavior.
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JULIE WESTERLUND

Bio Sketch
Julie Westerlund is the Clean Water Coordinator for the Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources. Julie started out at DNR as a fisheries research biologist,
then moved into coordination work with trout stream watersheds and community
assistance, where she helped local communities understand land use impacts to
water quality through the NEMO (Nonpoint Education for Municipal Officials)
program. In the early 2000s, she became the Education and Communications
Manager at the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District, where she ran multiple programs and events to raise awareness and change behavior at the local level. She returned to DNR in her current
role in November 2010. She now works as a policy consultant to senior managers and helps drive coordination
among state agencies and integration among programs that are made possible by the Clean Water Fund.

Abstract: “Moving People Upstream for Clean Water”
Minnesota faces real challenges in restoring and protecting our streams, lakes, rivers, and aquifers. Government plays an important role in managing this common resource, and people are a key part of the process.
We must clarify our role as government: what we expect of the public and what the public expects of us. Appropriately engaging people, earlier and more often, gets better results than doing it less and later….we need
to move people “upstream” in the process. Making investments in understanding people - in the same way we
strive to understand the physical, chemical, and biological aspects of watersheds - is vital to successful engagement. Understanding people – individuals and communities – will help us more effectively inform them and
invite them to the conversation about problems we face, and solutions that work.
JAMES WISKER

Bio Sketch
James Wisker is the Director of Planning, Projects and Land Conservation at
the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District. James started at the District in 2005
after receiving a B.S. in Ecology, Evolution and Behavior from the University of
Minnesota and is currently pursuing an M.S. in Water Resource Science from
the University of Minnesota. During his time at the District he has served as
a compliance inspector, and managed the inspection, regulatory and planning
programs. In his current role at MCWD, James is responsible for overseeing the
planning and implementation of the MCWD’s ten-year capital improvement and land conservation initiatives
as well as working to develop new water resource policies and programs to help the District meet its goals.
James has served as an elected official on the Hennepin Soil and Water Conservation District board, received
the 2009 Minnesota Division Stewardship Award from the Isaak Walton League and was recently recognized
by the State in 2011 as the Outstanding Watershed District Employee of the year.

Abstract: “Urban Creek Revitalization: Public and Private Partnerships Resulting in
Large-Scale Projects”
The Minnehaha Creek Watershed District (MCWD) adheres to a strong belief that integrated and coordinated planning and implementation is necessary to improve natural systems, stimulate economic development
and strengthen communities through connections. With this in mind, the MCWD is taking an integrated
watershed management approach – with an emphasis on both public and private partnerships – to complete a
comprehensive series of projects that incorporate both green infrastructure and low impact development practices in a heavily urbanized section of Minnehaha Creek. This presentation will highlight successful tools and
techniques that bring together multiple stakeholders to accomplish large-scale projects and promote economic
development, enhance community livability, and improve the natural environment.
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LESLIE YETKA

Bio Sketch
Leslie Yetka is the Education Program Manager with the Minnehaha Creek
Watershed District, where she implements education and outreach activities
designed to raise awareness and engage communities on a variety of issues related
to water resource enhancement and protection. Areas of focus include stormwater management, green infrastructure, non-point source pollution, land use and
development, habitat restoration and protection, and clean water practices. Leslie
has over 20 years of experience working in the water resource management field
and with a diverse audience, including private landowners, businesses, nonprofit groups, professional staff,
municipalities, and community groups engaged in protecting clean water.

Abstract: “Stakeholder Engagement: Public Participation to Enhance Your Clean
Water Program”
Integration of the work of practitioners, scientists, policy makers, and the public is essential to the effective
development, adoption, and implementation of clean water practices and programs at the local level. Public
participation processes are crucial to making that happen, thereby improving the quality and legitimacy of
environmental decisions we make. This presentation will highlight a case study involving stakeholder engagement around community stormwater adaptation and climate change, including details of a public participation process that was used to identify clear and specific community-led goals and strategies, as well as build
capacity among a diverse group of stakeholders to form a base of support for future efforts.

e
This summit is presented by the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum in collaboration with
the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District, with support from University of Minnesota
Extension. Heartfelt thanks to all sponsors and endorsing organizations for their support!

Presenting Sponsor
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